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T6e Scripopbif Corner
THE ORIGIN OF COLLECTIBLE CERTIFICATES

by PIERRE BONNEAll

HE study and collecting of old stock and bond
certificates constitutes a rather new area of numismat-
ics. The hobby itself first emerged in Europe in the

late 1970s and its official name, "scripophily," was adopted
following a contest in the London Financial Times in 1981. The
number of these new hobbyists is growing rapidly—and so is
the supply and diversity of financial documents! The question
remains: how do all these stocks and bonds become available
to collectors? Well, the following are the eight main sources of
collectibles known to scripophilists:

A) Governments in many parts of the world have reneged on
their bond obligations. This came about because there was
a change in government following a revolution (as with
Russia in 1917 and China in 1949), or because a war was
lost and the government itself ceased to exist (as with the
Confederate States of America in 1865). Occasionally,
bonds were issued by a provisional government that was
not recognized by its successor (as with certain Mexican
bonds). These bonds were often kept with the hope that
they would be redeemable at some point and are now col-
lectible items.

Chinese reorganization bond.

B) Other countries have never refused to pay for their debts,
but major currency devaluations have rendered the bonds
valueless (as with early German and Austrian bonds). In
this case, millions of bonds were issued and many have
surfaced on the collector's market.

C) Sometimes, due to drastic political changes (like revolu-
tions or global nationalization), a large number of com-
panies lose all their assets, with no compensation for
stockholders. The shares of some of them are therefore
quite common.

The Consolidated Railroad of Cuba was nationalized by the com-
munist regime of Fidel Castro in 1960

D) Public companies go into liquidation and their outstand-
ing bond and share certificates often become worthless.
However, since liquidators give priority to bonds when
funds are available for distribution, share certificates are
more common.
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h	 Get involved today...
• Transaction certificates are being phased out

• Interest in antique stocks & bonds is growing rapidly
• The curient selection is exciting & prices are still low!
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STOCK SEARCH INTERNATIONAL, INC.

Established dealer in collectible stocks & bonds
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E) Whenever a company sets a time limit for exchanging shares
(as in the case of mergers, acquisitions or reorganizations)
or for redeeming an issue of bonds, there are usually some
certificates that are not submitted in time. In other in-
stances, certificates are not required to be submitted in order
to receive new shares, and the original shares are auto-
matically voided. These documents have no intrinsic value
and are available as collectible items.

F) Some certificates are "unissued" and are viewed as less
"valid" by many collectors. However, these can be the only
specimens available or a rare form of a common issued
piece and can therefore sell at a very high price. Moreover,
they are usually in immaculate condition.

Beautiful unissued certificate of the Napa & Sonoma Wine Com-
pany printed in the 1870s.

G) Other certificates were simply lost and perhaps replaced
by duplicates, and have now come to light in overlooked
safe deposit boxes or through inheritance.

H) Finally, the certificates which are available in large quanti-
ties are often cancelled documents released by transfer
agents.

Although still trading today, you can acquire cancelled certificates of the
General Motors Company and Reading Company as collectibles.

Always keep in mind that the fact that a certificate is cancelled
has no real effect on its collection value (unless badly marked).
Indeed, most of the old stocks and bonds available on the
market today are cancelled!

Pierre Bonneau is the Marketing Director for Stock Search Interna-
tional, Inc. The annual mail bid auction will close on October 11,
1996.

An important step towards securing the bank note currency
from its vicissitudes has been taken by the firms engaged in
bank note engraving and printing. They have all united, and
formed a company, which is to be managed by trustees, and
conducted upon a basis calculated, as they say, to "afford bank-
ing institutions the aggregate advantages, responsibilities and
safeguards possessed by all the houses comprising the corpo-
ration." They embrace all the firms in the United States which
have been connected with bank note engraving.—Daily Pio-
neer and Democrat, St. Paul, Minn., May 25, 1858.
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